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Let T be a closed linear operator on a complex Banach space X. If T has the 
spectral decomposition property (SDP) and its restriction to each spectral manifold 
X( r, [G n u(T)] ), G open, also has SDP, then the authors say that T has the 
open-restriction decomposition property (ORDP). Two criteria for this property 
are given. It is also proved that Albrecht’s example of a decomposable operator that 
is not strongly decomposable nevertheless has ORDP. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 1 ] Albrecht gave an example of a decomposable operator [4] which 
is not strongly decomposable [2]. Specifically, he showed that its restric- 
tion to a spectral maximal space defined by a certain one-dimensional set 
is not decomposable. The question thus arises wether the restriction of any 
decomposable operator on a larger (two-dimensional) set is also decom- 
posable. Although we do not answer this question here, we shall show that 
Albrecht’s example does fall into the class of operators with such a 
property. 
In fact, we shall consider the problem from the perspective of closed 
operators on a Banach space. Erdelyi and Wang [3] studied closed 
operators with the “spectral decomposition property” (SDP) and the 
“strong SDP.” In this paper our interest is in the intermediate class of 
(closed) operators with the “open-restriction” decomposition property 
(ORDP). The question above (in the case of bounded operators) can be 
rephrased as follows: Is every decomposable operator also OR-decom- 
posable? 
In the next section we define and characterize ORDP operators, and in 
the following section we prove that the Albrecht example has ORDP. 
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2. OPEN-RESTRICTION DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY 
In order to state our results, we recall some definitions and facts from 
[3]. Let X be a complex Banach space, and let T be a closed operator on 
X defined on DTc X. The following definition appeared in [3, p. 331. 
A closed subspace A4 c X is T-invariant if T(M n DT) c M. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let T be closed on X, and let {G,, G, , . . . . G, > be an 
open cover of the plane C, where Go is a neighborhood of co and G1, . . . . G, 
are bounded. Then T is said to have the n-spectral decomposition property 
(n-SDP) if there exist T-invariant subspaces M,, M,, . . . . M, such that 
(i) X=MO+M, + ... +M,; 
(ii) a(Tj Mi)cG, (i=O, 1, . . ..n). 
(iii) for i>O, Mjc D,. 
If T has n-SDP for all n, then we say T has SDP. 
By [3, p. 521, l-SDP * SDP. We observe also that in the bounded case 
(DT= X) that (i)-(iii) are equivalent to T being decomposable [S]. On the 
other hand, Erdelyi and Wang give an example [3, Example 5.221 of a 
closed, unbounded operator having SDP but which is not decomposable. 
By [3, p. 431 an operator T with SDP has (a) the single-valued exten- 
sion property and (b) the spectral manifold X(T, F) closed if F is closed in 
C. An operator satisfying (a) and (b) is said to have property (K). But it 
may happen that X( T, @) # (0) for unbounded T [3, Example 5.221. 
In this case, for compact F there is a T-bounded invariant subspace 
Y(i.e., Yc D,) such that 
X(T, F)= Y@X(T, 0). 
Then Y is a T-bounded spectral maximal space in the sense of [3, p.241 
and we define Y = Z( T, F). We call E( T, F) the T-bounded part of X( T, F). 
We can now state the definition and characterization of our ORDP 
operators. 
2.2. DEFINITION. A closed operator T: D,+ X has the open-restriction 
decomposition property (ORDP) if 
(i) T has property (K); 
(ii) for each open G c C the restriction T ( X(T, [G n a(T)] -) has 
the SDP. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let T: D, + X be closed with DTc X. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent : 
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(i) Thas ORDP; 
(ii) T has property (u) and for each triple of open sets G,,, G, Ho 
where G is bounded and HO is a neighborhood of 00 with HO 3 (G, n a(T))- 
one has 
-VT, C(GouG)n4T)l-)cX(T, [Hona(T)]p)+Z(T,[Gna(T)]-); 
(1) 
(iii) T has property (tc) andfor every bounded open set G the quotient 
operator T induced by Z( T, [G n a(T)] - ) is closed and satisfies 
~(x', T')= [a(~, T)\(Gna(T))-I-, (2) 
where x’ denotes the coset x + .Z( T, [G n o(T)] - ). 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 requires the following lemma. 
2.4. LEMMA. If closed T has SDP, then for open G one has 
[Gnc(T)]- =a[Tl X(T, [Gna(T)lp)]. 
In particular, for bounded G 
(3) 
[Gna(T)]-=o[TIE(T,[Gna(T)]-)]. (4) 
Proof Since (4) follows from (3) [3, p. 303, we prove (3) only. 
Moreover, as the left-hand side of (3) clearly contains the right-hand, we 
prove the reverse inclusion. Let A E G n a(T) and let (G,, H,} be an 
open cover of C where i, E G, c G; c G, Go is bounded and H, is a 
neighborhood of co with Iz 4 H,. By SDP, T produces the decomposition 
X=X(T,H,)- +E(T,G,)- 
=X(T,H,)-+X(T,[Gno(T)lp). 
Consequently, each x E X has the representation 
(5) 
x=x,+x, withx,EX(T, H,),x,~X(T,[cna(T)l-). 
By the first equality in (5) we may suppose xi ED,. Thus if x,, E D, then 
XE D, also. It follows easily (see, e.g., [3, Proof of Proposition 3.21) that 
the quotient operators 
and 
T/X(7’, [Gno(T)l-) (6) 
[ITI x(T, HJI/CX(T ff,J nX(T, CGn4T)lY)l 
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are similar, and hence their spectra coincide. Since ,I # H,, A is not in the 
spectrum of the first operator in (6). Hence A E c( T ( X( 7’, [G n g(T)] - ) 
and (3) now follows easily. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (i) 3 (ii). Choose G, G,, H, as described and let 
HI be bounded, open such that (H,,, H, ) covers C and 
H,n[G,no(T)]-=/25, Put Z=X(T, [(G,uG)na(T)]-). Since, by 
hypothesis, T has ORDP, Z admits a decomposition 
Z=Z(TI Z, HO)- +3(TI Z, H,), (7) 
where z(T / Z, .) denotes the T 1 Z-bounded part of Z( T I Z, .). By [3, 
Propostion 4.111, Z is a CL-space of T, hence by [3, Corollary 13.21, 
Z is analytically invariant under T. Hence by the inclusion 
-VT, Hc,)cJ?T, CHondT)l-1 
Z(T(Z,H&=[ZnX(T,H,)]-cX(T,(H,no(T)]-). 
and 
E(TI Z, H,)=Znz(T, H,) 
=S[T, (Gna(T))-nH,) 
cz(T, [Gno(T)]-). 
These inclusions and (7) prove (i). 
(ii) * (iii). Since T has SDP by (ii), T’ is closed [3, Theorem 5.161 and 
so T’ has SVEP [3, Corollary 4.261. To prove (2) let Go be an open set 
with 
Go2 Cob, T)\(Gn4T))-l-, 
and let HO be an open neighborhood of cc with H, 2 G,. By (8) 
0(x, T)c [G,u(Gno(T))-]na(T) 
c(G,na(T))-u(Gna(T))- 
=(G,,t~G)na(T)1~, 
0-J) 
so x lies in X[T, [G, u G) n a(T)] ~ 1. Hence (i) implies the representation 
x=x,+x1 withx,EX(T, [H,,na(T)Jp),x,EE(T, [Gna(T)]-). 
Then x’ = XL, and 
u(x), T’) = a(~;, T’) c H,,. 
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Since G, and H, are arbitrary satisfying Go c H, and (8), we have 
u(x), T')c[o(x, T)\(Gna(T))- I-. 
On the other hand, we have by Lemma 2.4 
u(x, T)ca(x', T')ua[TI X(T,(Gna(T))-)] 
=cT(x’, T’)u(Gno(T)) 
Now (2) follows from (9) and ( 10). 
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(10) 
(iii) * (i). Let S = T ( A’( T, [G n c( T)] -). To show that S has SDP, 
choose a bounded open H and let 
Y=Z[T, (HnGno(T)) 1. 
Clearly o(S 1 Y) c H. We prove next that a(S/Y) c C\H, for then by 
[3, Theorem 5.17(ii)], S has the l-SDP, hence S has SDP. If 
x E X( T, (G n a(T)) - ), then with x’, T' as given (2) implies 
a(~‘, S/Y)=o(x’, T’)= [a(~, T)\(HnGno(T))- ]- 
c[(Gnc~(T))~\(HnGna(T))-]- 
c(Gna(T))-\[Hn(Gno(T))-] 
c C\H. 
The proof will be completed by showing the next to last inclusion above. 
It suffices to prove 
Hn[Gna(T)]-c[HnGno(T)]--. (*) 
For A in the left-hand side of (*), there exists a sequence 1, E G n a(T) with 
A,, -+ A. Since H is open we may further suppose each 2, E H. Clearly 
%E(HnGng(T))-,so (*) holds. 
2.5. THEOREM. If T has ORDP and if G is a hounded open set, then the 
quotient operator T’ = T/E( T, (G n a(T))- ) has SDP. 
Prooj: Let {G,, H,} be an open cover of C such that G,, is bounded 
and Ho is a neighborhood of co. We prove that the quotient operator in 
question has l-SDP. Since T has ORDP, we can write 
X=X(T,(H,na(T))-)+E(T,(G,na(T)-)) 
=X(T,[(H,uG)na(T)]-)+E(T,[(G,uG)na(T)]-). 
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On the quotient spaces relative to S(T, (Gna(T)-) we have 
X/.?(T,(Gncr(T))-)=X(T, [(H,,uG)na(T)]-)/Z(T,(Gno(T))-) 
+Z(T, [(G,uG)ncr(TI)]-)/E(T, (Gna(T))-). 
Let x E X( T, [(H,, u G) n o(T)] - ). By Theorem 2.3(iii) 
a(x',T')=[a(x,T)\(Gna(T))-]- 
= CWo u G) n dT))-\(G n o(T))-I- 
c(H,na(T))-cH&. (11) 
If x E s( T, [(G, u G) n g(T)])-, then one obtains similarly that 
0(x', T')c G,. (12) 
The inclusions (11) and (12) prove that T' has l-SDP, hence T' has SDP. 
3. EXAMPLES OF THE OPEN-RESTRICTION DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY 
In this section’we prove that the operator constructed by Albrecht in [ 1 ] 
has ORDP. 
Suppose (m,}~=, is an increasing sequence of positive numbers satis- 
fying m, = 1, mp + co. Let Ic R be a compact interval and D c C be a 
compact disc. Put 
where Jlf(p)(J1 = max,,,lfp)(s)J. Furthermore, denote by C,,+,,(D) the 
space of all f~ C(D) which are infinitely often continuously differentiable 
on Do with respect o the variable s, such that for every p E N the function 
Pf/asp has a continuous extension to D (still Pf/lasp) such that 
Ilf II 
where IlPf/iWII,= max(,,,,,, ppf(s, t)/asp(. 
In the following we will suppose that either mp =p* or mp = In(e+p) 
and I= [0, 11. 
Let {sn} be the set of rational numbers in [0, 11. For ZE C, r >O, we 
write S(z, r) = (WE C: lz- WI <r}. We shall now construct a sequence 
of mutually disjoint discs D,=S(s,+ ir,,, r,) with O<r,< 1 as follows: 
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put D,=S(s,+ir,,r,) with O<r,<l. Suppose Dj=S(Sj+irj,r,) 
(j = 1, 2, . ..) n) have been constructed with 0 < rj < 1 and Dj n Dk = 0 for 
j#k. Since s,+, is not in the union of D1, . . . . D, there is rn + , E (0, 1) such 
that D,, 1 = S(s,+ 1 + irn+ , , r,,+ 1) does not intersect with D,, . . . . D,. 
Obviously, rn -+ 0 as n + co. Put K = Zu (fJ,“= 1 D,). Then K is compact. 
We define two Banach spaces X, and X2 by 
1 
fl ZED<~Z)U),~I D.EDcp2),s(Dn)forn>l 
XI= fW$(fl Z)(s,)=;(fl DAsJforOG~6n 
llfll I = Ilfl 41 <pz>, I +sy IV-1 D, II <pz>, LI, < + 00 I 
x2= 1 
g I Dn~D<ln(p+p)),s(Dn)forn~ 1 
gEC(K): IIgll,=sup llg I DnIl<~n~e+p~>.~, < +a I ’ n 
Let Q={z=~+it: -l<s<2, -l<t<l}. Let A be the set of all 
functions analytic in Int Q and continuous on Q. Put Y = X, @X2 @ A, 
endowed with the norm IILL g, h)ll y= llfll, + llgl12 + ll~lla ((f, g, h)~ Y), 
where llhjla denotes sup-norm in Q. 
3.1. LEMMA. The operator S: Y + Y defined by S(L g, h) = (id .f, id. g, 
id. h) is bounded on Y where id(z) = z for z E K. 
Proof. The continuity of the map f + id .f and g + id .g follows from 
[ 1, Lemma 1.11; the continuity of h + id. h (in the uniform norm) is 
obvious. 
NowletN=((f,g,h)~Y:f(Z=hIZandf=gonK}.ThenNisclosed 
and clearly S-invariant. Let X= Y/N and let T denote S/N on X. Our next 
important aim is to prove the following. 
3.2. THEOREM. T has the open-restriction decomposition property. 
To prove Theorem 3.2 we show that Theorem 2.3(iii) holds. This will 
require a rather extensive analysis of the spectral properties of T. We begin 
with some preliminary observations. 
Suppose F0 is closed in C, and x = (f, g, h) A = (f, g, h) + NE X. Put 
F= (4~ T)\Fd ~ and Z,=FnZ. 
Let H be open with HI> F. Then H n R ~3 I, and there exist fmitely many 
disjoint open intervals A r, . . . . A, in H n R such that 
k 
Z,,c u Aj. 
j= 1 
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without loss of generality we also choose Aj so that 2, c H and the 
endpoints of Aj (j= 1, 2, . . . . k) lie in the interior (F,, n R)’ or in R\F, n R. 
Let q be an endpoint of some A, (j= 1,2, . . . . k) which lies in (F. n R)‘, 
let q’ be any endpoint of Aj lying in R\(Fo n R). Let tl > 0, /? > 0 be small 
enough such that for any j = 1,2, . . . . k 
tl < p/4; (*I) 
Crl-P,v+Pl xJc(H\F)nFz (*2) 
Cs’ - P, rl’ + Bl x 1~ (H\F)\V’, n R x 4, (*3) 
where J= ( -CI, a). Let tj (cj) be the left (right) endpoint of Aj. Then there 
are four possibilities altogether: 
(a) <jE(J’onRR)O, cj E R\F, n R; 
lb) t,~(f’~nR)~, lj E (F. n R Jo; 
(~1 t, E R\f’, n R, L’, E V. n RI’; (13) 
(d) <jER\FonR (Ij E R\F, n R. 
Since Ai is contained in H n R, in addition to (* 1 )-( *3), we may choose 
CI and /3 so small that 
Ctj-S, ij+BlxJcH (j= 1, 2, . . . . k). 
Fn (R xJ)c 5 (lj+b, cj-/3)xj. 
j=l 
(14) 
(15) 
3.3. PROPOSITION. The following inclusion holds: 
Cf’u(Fon4T))1n(RxJ) (<j+B,ij-B)xf 1 cFona(T). (16) 
Proof: From (15) one has 
[Fu (F,na(T))] n(RxJ)= [Fn (RxJ)]u [F,na(T)n(RxJ)] 
hence the inclusion (16) follows. 
Let us choose $ E C(Z) satisfying $(t) E 1 on [0, LX/~] and supp rj c J. 
For the given x = (A g, h) A E X, let 
f*(z)= Cl -$(t)lCf(z)-&)I (t = Im 2) (17) 
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Then ,f* E X, and hence (f*, 0,O) E Y. Furthermore, let 
f. =f-f* -h and g,=g-honK. (18) 
Then f0 E X,, g, E X, and hence (fO, g,, 0) E Y. It follows from the defini- 
tion of $ and (17) (18) that 
suppf* c (S + it: f > a/2} n 0(x, T) 
c{s+it:r>,a/2)n[Fu(F,na(T))] 
supp(fO - go) c {s + it: 0 d I < cx} n (T(x, T). 
(19) 
(20) 
3.4. PROPOSITION. For the function f * in (17) there exist f F E X, 
(i = 1,2) such that f* =f T +f; on K and 
(fT,O,O)^ EX(T, w, (f2*,0,0)A eX(T,Fono(T)). (21) 
Proof: Choose q E C Q>,,~(R’) such that q(z) 3 1 in a neighborhood of 
F- (R x [0, a/2]), and 
suppcpcHn {z:Imz>O}. (22) 
put f?(z)=&)f*(z) and f:(z)=f*(z)-f:(z) for ZEK. Then 
f f(z) =f *(z) in a neighborhood of {s + it: t 3 42) n F. Now (19) implies 
that suppf; c F, n a(T), therefore 
(f?,O,O)^ EX(T,F,,~~(T)), 
and (22) implies that (f T, 0,O) A E X( T, H); thus (21) is proved. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. For foe X, and gOE X,, there exist fiE X,, g, E X, 
(i= 1,2) such that fO=fi +f2 andg,=g, +g, and 
Lf,>g,,O)” EX(T, W, (fZtg2,0)A EX(T,F,,no(T)). 
Proof The proof will be reached in several steps. 
(1”) Let A, be one of the intervals given above in (13) where ?ji, [, 
are the left, right endpoints of Aj, respectively. We suppose the 
possibility (13)(a). 
(i) For tj choose (P/E C 
SUPP v,= c<,-Iv29 31. Put 
(Pi) such that q,(s) = 1 on [tj+ p/2,2] and 
go,jw = Vj(S) go(s), z=seI; cpj(Sn) go(z), ZED,. 
409/169/l-14 
(24) 
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It follows from (* 1) that 
~,~(Rx~)~C~~-B,~~+~IXJ 
and 
whenever s, E [ tj - /3/2, <, + p/2] 
(25) 
Dnn(Ctj-P/T 5j+DP]xJ}=@ whenever s, 4 Ctj - D, tj + 81, 
(26) 
and from (23), (25), (26) that 
ifz=s>[~i+/30rzED,suchthats,>,<j+/?; 
ifz=s<tj-BorzeD,suchthats,<<j-/?. (27) 
By (24), (25), (26), we have 
gaj(z) = 
ifz=s>,<j+/?orzED,suchthats,>,<j+/?; 
ifz=sd<j-/?orzED,suchthats,<~j-fi. (28) 
(ii) For ii, from (*3) one has 
CC--D,Cj+Bl n E~ou(FonR)l=0 
and hence (18) implies that 
fob) = go(s) = 0 for S E CCj - P, lj + Pl- 
Therefore 
70b,j(s)=&?0,j(s)=o forse CCj-P, Cj+Pl. 
Using (27), define 
and 
gO,j(z) =
g,,j(z) ifz=s<~j-/?/20rzED,suchthats,<ij-/?/2; 
0 ifz=s>[j-~f20rzED,suchthats,>~j-~f2 . (30) 
Since D, are disjoint, it follows that fO,j E Xi, and gO,i E X2. From the 
definition above, we have 
&(z) ifz=~E[<,+/?,{~--/3]orzED~suchthat 
SnE Ctj+8, C-PI; (31) 
0 ifz=s$[5j+P,ij-8],orzED,ands4[5j+8,ii-P] 
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g,(z) if z = s E [ tj + /I, ii - /I] or z E D, such that 
SnE Ctj+P, ij-PI; (32) 
0 ifz=s4 [5,+/t ij-PI, orzED,,ands$[5,+&ij-fl]. 
Now (18) implies that fO(z) E g,(z) for Im z 2 c( and hence 
fO,jtz)~gO,j(z) forJmz3q (33) 
and (31) (32), and (33) imply that 
s”pP(fO. j-g&j) C Ctj - (3,5j + PI X1 (34) 
(2”) In step (1”) we discussed the case (13)(a). It is easy to see that 
we may also define fO, j and g,, j for cases (13)(b)-(d) in a similar way. 
Now, we suppose that we have defined fO, i and g,, j for all four cases and 
for j = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
(3”) Put, for ZE K, 
fitz) = i f0, jtz)9 f&J =fo(z) -f,(z); 
j= 1 
g,(z) =&l(z) -g,(z). 
/=I 
Then fi E Xi, gi E X, (i = 1,2), and it follows from (34) that 
s”PP(fr-gi)C fi [tj-fi, i,+p]XJcH. 
j=l 
(35) 
From the definition of f, we have supp(f, 1 Z)c H; thus by (35) 
(f,, g,, 0) A E X( T, H). It follows from (18) and Proposition 3.3 that 
and 
supptfi / 0 = t (Fu (F, n4T))nWl 6 (5,+/A i,-a) 
j= 1 
cF,ndT), 
and hence (fz, g,, 0) h E X( T, F, n a(T)). Proposition 3.5 is thus proved. 
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3.6. COROLLARY. Suppose x = (f, g, h) A E X( T, G, v H,,) where H,, G, 
are open sets in C. Then for every open set HI H; , there exist fi E X,, 
g,E X, (i= 1,2) such that 
fo =f1 +fi and go=g1 +g2, 
(fi,g,,O)^ EX(T,H), (fkg2,O)" EX(T,G,). (36) 
Proof: Set F, =0(x, T)\Ho and F= (~(x, T)\F, n o(T))-. Then 
Fc go c H, and it follows from Proposition 3.5 that there exist fi E X,, 
g,EX, (i= 1,2) (via (18)) and hence (36). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since T is decomposable Cl], to complete the 
proof it suffices to verify equality (2). 
Let T’ = T/X( T, [G n c(T)] -) and for x = (f, g, h) h E X let H be open 
with HI (T(x, T)\G. Then (G, H} covers a(x, T), and hence 
x=(f,g,h)” cX(T,GuH). (37) 
BY (18) 
(f,g,h)” =(f-kg-h,O)” =(fo,go,O)^ +(f*,o,O)^ 
and by (19), (20), and (37) 
(f*,O,O)^ EX(T,GUH) and (fo,go,O)^ eX(T, GuW. 
Propositions 3.4, 3.5, and Corollary 3.6 imply the decompositions 
(f *, 090) A = (f T, 0,O) A + (f 2*, 0,O) A 
(fo, go, 0) h = (fi, g,, 0) h + (fi, g,, 0) h 
with 
(f T, 0,O) * and (fly gl , 0) h E X(T, H), 
(fit 0,O) h and (f2, g,, 0) A E X(T, G). 
Now put 
Hence x=x,+x, where x~EX(T, H) and 
x~EX(T,G)~X(T, [Gno(T)]-). 
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Hence, taking cosets relative to the last subspace, we have x’ = xi and thus 
a(~‘, T’)=o(x;, T’)cH. Also since HI [a(~, T)\(Gna(T))- ]- was 
arbitrary, we obtain 
0(x’, T’) c [0(x, T)\(G n a(T))-]-. 
As the reserve inclusion is clear, equality (2) is proved and T has ORDP 
by Theorem 2.3. 
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